April 2015 Report

Assamese:
Modification of inherent vowel pronunciation was done.

Marathi:
All the above mentioned bugs have been resolved.

NVDA section

Ticket #4778
Enable Liblouis tables for Indian languages
A few liblouis tables for Indian languages were added in liblouis 2.6. We need to enable these tables.
As-in-g1.utb Assamese
Be-in-g1.utb Bengali
Gu-in-g1.utb Gujarati
Hi-in-g1.utb Hindi
Ka-in-g1.utb Kannada
Ks-in-g1.utb Kashmiri
ml-in/g1.utb Malayalam
mn-in-g1.utb Manipuri
mr-in-g1.utb Marathi
np-in-g1.utb Nepali
or-in-g1.utb Oriya
pu-in-g1.utb Punjabi
sa-in-g1.utb Sanskrit
ta-ta-g1.ctb Tamil
te-in-g1.utb Telugu
This ticket is accepted and is marked fixed and will be available soon.

Ticket #4952
Work was done on this ticket to enable browse mode in an Excel sheet. This ticket states that MS Excel 2010 - cannot read protected cells

In an excel workbook that has a sheet with protected and unprotected cells, there is no way to read the content in the protected cells. Nothing works even reading with the regular cursor, review cursor and object navigation - with the simple review mode enabled as well as disabled.
Training section
2nd – 16th April 2015
A training was conducted in Navchetan Andh Jan Mandal, Bhuj, Gujarat in Gujrati language. 15 participants attended the training. Navchetan Andh Jan Mandal, Bhuj, Gujarat. Conducted this 15 days Gujrati training.

11th April 2015
A one day training was conducted at 11th April 2015 in Hindi. 19 participants had attended the training. Suman Dogra had conducted this training. This was a training for advanced computer trainees in NVDA.

16th – 29th April 2015
A training was conducted at the Institute of Social Work and Research Bhubaneswar, Orissa. 30 participants attended this training. Institute of Social Work and Research Bhubaneswar, Orissa had conducted this training. This was a 15 days Oriya training with NVDA.

20th – 21st April 2015
A training was conducted at Rotary Club of Goa [RYLA]. This training was conducted in Hindi along with a demo for Marathi and Konkani. 96 participants had attended this training. Taha Haaziq had conducted this training.

18th April – 24th April
A joint training was conducted by Kerala University International Youth Hostel, + Chakshumati Kerala University International Youth Hostel, + Chakshumati in Keral. This training was conducted in Malayalam by Akhil. 25 trainees attended this training. This was mainly for those who wanted to switch to NVDA from other screen reader users.